










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3-28A.  CSE to EWO Install and Verify Guidance Program Tape,
Verify Target Tape, and Verfy Target (Seheet 3 of 3)

Chane 17 June 1964, TOCN DEN 18                                                                                                         3-122C

T. O. 21M-HGM-25A-1-1 (21-SM-68-1)                                       Section III

STEP                                                              PROCEDURE

TAPE READER 1

38 Tape Movement...........................................................................................................Checkd

COMPETER SET CONSOLE

39 TAPE READER CONTROL STOP.............................................................................Lighted

40 TAPE FAULT ........................................................................................................Not Lighted

TAPE READER 1 and TAPE READER 2

41 POWER OFF.............................................................................................................. Pressed

COMPUTER SET CONSOLE

42 Press HOLD MAINT................................................................................................Not Lighted

43 Press READY.................................................................................................................WHITE

MISSILE GUIDANCE CONSOLE

44 Press STBY.....................................................................................................................GREEN

45 Press SELECT TARGET 1.............................................................................................GREEN

46 Press TARGET VERIFY..................................................................................................WHITE

47 TARGET VERIFY............................................................................................................GREEN

48 Printout.......................................................................................................................CHECKED

49 Repeat steps  45 through 48 for the required
SELECT TARGET...........................................................................................ACCOMPISHED





































T. O. 21M-HGM-25A-1-1 (21-SM-68-1)                                       Section III

Figure 3-31.  Guidance Countdown Procedure (Sheet 2A of 8)

Chane 10 April 1964, TOCN 1-1 (DEN-13                                                                                              3-137A

STEP                                                              PROCEDURE

6     b.  A Gated pulse will appear on the target indicator.
(CONT)

    c.  TARGET GATED Indicator will light green.

    d.  The ACC meter will indicate in the normal segment.

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T. O. SM68-1                                 Glossary
BEACON/COMMUTATION

BEACON SIGNAL: An RF pulse on which directional receiving antennas
are locked.

BI-APS: Battery inverter-accessory power supply.

BLANKET: A term used to denote the use of low pressure gaseous
nitrogen in propellant lines and tanks to replace air
or gox.

BLAP: Blast lock alarm panel.

BOI: Break of inspecton.

BOIL-OFF: The vaporization of any volatile liquid.

BUDDY SYSTEM: A system which at least two men are togehter at all
times when in designated areas that require the system.

C

CASSEGRAINIAN A parabolic reflector that reflects RF energy to
REFLECTOR receiving horns.  The horns are in the focal point of
 (MODIFIED) the freflector and direct the RF energy througjh the center

of the reflector

CCAP: Control center alarm panel.

CCC: Control center circuits.

CDS: Combat defense force.

CHECKOUT: The test procedures that determines the capability of a
device to perform a desired operatjion or function.

CO   : Carbon dioxide.

COMBINED SYSTEM A countdown used for crew training and weapon system
EXERCISE (CSE): checkoput

COMBUSTION The area where the burning of the fuel/oxidizer mixture
CHAMBER: occures in any internal combusiton engine.  In rocket

engines, the combustion chamber is the enclosed area
between the injector face and an imaginary plane across
the throat f the nozzle.

COMMAND Radio signal used to initiate the destruction device
DESTRUCT SIGNAL:

COMMUTATION: A time-sequenced sampling of instrumentation dada for
transmission of one telemetering channel to a receiving
station.

2

GLOSSARY-2



T. O. SM68-1
                                 Glossary
CORRELATION/EXERCISE

GLOSSARY-3

CORRELATION TRACING A system that determines missile position by phase com-
AND RANDGING (COTAR): pariason of an RF signal received by the two or more separate

antennas

COUNTDOWN: The step=by-step procedure performed prior to missile
launching in accordance with a predsignated schedule
and measured in terms of T-time.

CP: Command post.

CSO: Control system officer.

CST: Control system technican.

DEFCON: Defense condition.

DELUGE: A method of cooling a flame deflector with water to
prevent damage from a rocket blast.

DIAPHRAGM, BURST: A dividing wall in a pipe or tube designed to burst at
a given pressure.

DIGITAL COMPUTER: A calculating machine that solves complex problems
relating to the missile flight path and presents the
result in digits of the decimal system.

DUAL PORPELLANT A countdown in which fuel and oxidizer are loaded.
LOADING (DPL):

E

ECS: Engione control system.

EPPT: Electrical power production technichan.

ERROR SIGNAL: In servo mechanisms, a signal voltage applied to a
control ciruit.

ES: Electrical system.

ETAP: Equipment termainal alarm panel.

EWO: Emergency war order.

EXERCISE MODE: Mode of operation of the weapon system used to verify
the weapon system operation without launching the missile
and for training purposes.  in the exercise mode, missile
fuel tanks are empty and the operation and activation
of ceratin missile system functions are simulated.



T. O. SM68-1
                                 Glossary
                FAIL/HARDENED

GLOSSARY-4

F

FAIL-SAFE: A control for the automatic selection of an alternative
action in case of malfunction.

FCS: Flight control system.

FCV: Flow control valve.

FDBVAP: Fuel dischare bleed valve.

FTAP: Fuel terminal alarm panel.

FUEL: In a rocket engine, any matter that is mixed with an
oxidizer to maintain combustion.

FUZE: A device for initiating a detonation.

G

GEO: Guidance electronics officer.

GGIGN: Gas generator igniter.

GGS: Ground Guidance station.

GGVFBV: Gas generator valve fuel bleed valve.

GGVPV: Gas generatro valve pilot valve.

GIMBAL: A devcie consisting of a pair of rings pivoted on axis
that are at right angles to each other so that one is
free to swing within the other.

GMTS: Guided missile test set.

GN    : Gaseous nitrogen.

GO STATUS SIGNAL: A signal signifying that a system is in operating condi-
tion and ready to preform its particular fundtion.

GYRO: An electromechanical device whose qualiteis to maintain
rigidity in space and precision are used to furnish
steering commands and to stablize the guidance platform.

H

HARDENED CONDITION: The hardened condition of a building or structure when
        it is protected against overpressure.


































